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Abstract— Android is a new generation of smart mobile 

phone platform launched by Google. Android provides the 

support for mobile map and location service. Android is free 

and open, providing an easy-to-use development kit 

containing flexible map display and control functions. 

Google Maps API provides a number of utilities for adding 

individual content to the Google map and various web map 

applications can be explored based on Google Maps API. 

The application for GPS expands the use of GPS devices. It 

has a simple design and intuitive operation and environment. 

The basic characteristic of the application is alerting the user 

regarding the reminder that is set with the event and the 

location of the event, when the user is within the range of 

the destination location and to display a route between the 

present user location and the set location. The big advantage 

is an on-line access to the application. The results prove that 

the solution of mobile navigation system based on Google 

Maps is feasible and valid, and it can be installed in PDA, 

mobile phones and other portable devices which run on 

Android platform. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Android was built from the ground-up enabling developers 

to create compelling mobile applications that take full 

Advantage of all that a handset has to offer. It was built to 

be truly an open-source. For example, an application can 

call upon any of the phone's core functionality such as 

making calls, sending text messages, or using the camera, 

allowing developers to create richer and more cohesive 

experiences for users. Android is built on the open Linux 

Kernel. Furthermore, it utilizes a custom virtual machine 

that was designed to optimize memory and hardware 

resources in a mobile environment. Android systems can be 

liberally extended to incorporate new cutting edge 

technologies as they emerge. The platform will continue to 

evolve, as the enthusiastic community of developers work 

together to build innovative mobile application, with new 

releases of API with each version. 

Google Maps is a web mapping service application 

and technology provided by Google, that powers many map-

based services. Google maps can display map images, 

topographic maps, satellite images and hybrid images. It can 

also achieve global location search, classified information 

access, traffic information queries, driving direction lines 

and even street scene 3-dimensional view and so on. 

Android lets the developer to create activities that include 

interactive Google Maps as part of the user interface, with 

full access to the maps which the developer can control 

Programmatically and annotate using Android’s rich 

graphics library. Geo-coding is a feature that allows 

developers to translate between street addresses and latitude-

longitude map coordinates. This gives a recognizable 

context for the locations and co-ordinates used in location-

based services and map-based Activities. To combine maps 

with locations, Android includes an API for forward and 

reverse geo-coding that lets the user find map co-ordinates 

for an address, and the address of a map position. Rapid and 

efficient data storage and retrieval are essential for a device 

whose storage capacity is limited by its compact nature. 

Android provides a lightweight relational database for each 

application using SQLite. The applications can take 

advantage of this managed relational database engine to 

store data securely and efficiently.   Android supports 

applications and services designed to run invisibly in the 

background. Background services make it possible to create 

these invisible application components that perform 

automatic processing without direct user action. Background 

execution allows the applications to become event driven 

and to support regular updates, which is perfect for 

monitoring game scores, market prices, generating location-

based alerts, or prioritizing and pre-screening incoming calls 

and SMS messages. Every mobile comes with a built-in 

reminder widget which is used to set the reminders for a 

particular time interval. It is an application which alerts the 

user regarding the reminder that is set with the event and its 

location, when the user is within the proximity of the 

destination. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Google Maps API provides number of utilities for adding 

individual contents to the Google Map and various web 

application can be explored based on it. Google Maps API is 

a JavaScript technology, which allows users to embed 

Google Maps in their own web pages and applications. It is 

fully integrated with Google AJAX API. This framework 

allows us to load one API key for all supported Google 

AJAX APIs and also provides a common namespace for 

each API, allowing different Google APIs to operate 

together. [1] The development of mobile map and location 

applications is complex and difficult, and it is often required 

to pay high copyright fees to map makers. Android is free 

and open, providing an easy to use development kit 

containing flexible map display and control functions. This 

paper introduces the architecture and component models of 

android, and analyses the anatomy of an android application 

including the functions of Activity, Intent Receiver, Service, 

Content Provider, and etc. Based on android’s support over 

various components a location based mobile service can be 

implemented to draw the driving trace, to perform query and 

to flexibly control and real-time map on android. [2] The 

application for GPS devices expands the use of GPS 

devices. It is very simply designed and has intuitive 

operation and environment. The big advantage is an online 

access to the application. The basic characteristic of similar 

applications is planning and rendering the route which was 

taken. Therefore, this application provides both of these 

functions. Route from point A to point B might be planned. 

It is also possible to add other via points. It can also render 

the route already traveled. Rendering has been designed to 
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allow a different number of ways. Either from own Web 

source, or uploaded by a waypoint file. In order to upload 

waypoints files into the application, user was allowed to 

create his own account and to manage his files. This feature 

is only available in few applications. It is possible to use 

five basic formats of GPS devices. Combining all of these 

features is currently the most popular choice. Since the 

application is available online, most of it is programmed in 

the programming language PHP and JavaScript. The 

features of Ajax were also used and Cake PHP framework 

should facilitate the work. MySQL database is used as a data 

warehouse. [3]In this paper research is done on the android 

system’s architecture and its application framework. The 

function and property of all the layers are explained along 

with the components it includes. This paper also describes 

the application components relationship for any android 

application. [4] 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of proposed system 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This work provides a viable solution to upgrade the features 

of the existing system using the technologies which are 

already available and reducing the data charges making the 

application available to the users. Implementation of the 

GPS services, which provides an accurate route detecting 

technology makes the system most reliable. Reliability and 

reduced number of false positives means greater adoption by 

the users. Here we are using an Android based Smartphone 

which is widely in use around the globe. Thus we also 

integrate the advantages of Android in our application. 

Every Android phone provides the GPS services along with 

Google maps and the navigation features, thus we make 

complete utilization of it to detect the locations dynamically. 

Android has a very secure software stack for mobiles and is 

very reliable, thus making our project highly reliable. The 

proposed system provides an effective and efficient way of 

using the application without any complicated user 

interfaces. The familiar interface, non-intrusiveness, 

reliability and cost effectiveness makes it affordable and 

user-friendly. 
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